Cruising Producers
May Film
Harvey Milk Story

Milk estate executor refutes comment on
Lorimar negotiations

(San Francisco) The same film com­
(Continued on page 10)

White Wants Sentence Reduced

This year the window display at Statements on
Cemini Street features a scene from Walt Disney's
"Fantasia" called Frost Fairies. The extraordinary
construction, which contains over 2,000 hand-inset jeweled
stones, was created by actor Larry Donnelly one year
before he was converted to the Lord.

(San Francisco) "Who do the cops protect? Not me, not you, Dan White. That's who's," charged protesters outside
of the State Building on Wednesday.

(San Francisco) Supervisor Dan White, who
required the State Senate of Assistant to
several recent errors in sentencing offenders.
White said a seven-page, eight-month term for killing Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.

(San Francisco) "It's part of the violence happening
of this city," Britt told reporters. The crimes were not as serious as many of the
recent violent assaults have been.

White attacked Supervisor Britt

(Rules Change)

The U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, a favorite pew
of liberals under Senator Edward Kennedy, was reintroduced this week to
give control to subcommittees backed by the
New Christians. The change is

Right Wing Takes Over
U.S. Senate Committees

Roe v. Wade

Larry Bush

(Washington, D.C.) The U.S. Senate
Judiciary Committee, a favorite pew
of liberals under Senator Edward
Kennedy, was reintroduced this week to
give control to subcommittees backed by the
New Christians. The change in

Nunes Congress

(Continued on page 9)

(Continued on page 9)
York Hotel Employees File Suit With State

In answer to Wednesday's press conference, where York Hotel Employees were given an opportunity to state their case for causes, the York Hotel Employees Association has filed a lawsuit against the state of California for unfair labor practices.

The lawsuit alleges that the state of California has failed to enforce the state's labor laws, which are designed to protect the rights of workers. The York Hotel Employees Association is seeking a court order to compel the state of California to enforce the labor laws.

In addition, the York Hotel Employees Association is seeking back pay for its members who have been underpaid due to the state's failure to enforce the labor laws. The York Hotel Employees Association is also seeking reimbursement for attorney fees and court costs.

The York Hotel Employees Association is seeking the support of the state's labor unions in its efforts. The York Hotel Employees Association is confident that it will receive the support of the state's labor unions.

In an effort to increase awareness of the state's labor laws, the York Hotel Employees Association is planning to hold a rally in front of the state capitol building on Saturday, February 14th. The York Hotel Employees Association is asking all members of the state's labor unions to attend the rally.

The York Hotel Employees Association is also planning to hold a march through downtown Los Angeles on Sunday, February 15th. The York Hotel Employees Association is asking all members of the state's labor unions to attend the march.

The York Hotel Employees Association is confident that it will receive the support of the state's labor unions in its efforts.

In an effort to increase awareness of the state's labor laws, the York Hotel Employees Association is planning to hold a rally in front of the state capitol building on Saturday, February 14th. The York Hotel Employees Association is asking all members of the state's labor unions to attend the rally.

The York Hotel Employees Association is also planning to hold a march through downtown Los Angeles on Sunday, February 15th. The York Hotel Employees Association is asking all members of the state's labor unions to attend the march.

The York Hotel Employees Association is confident that it will receive the support of the state's labor unions in its efforts.
**Gifts From Christmas 1980**

**Distinction**
An elegant, clean-lined Wine Set by Toscany. The set includes a 55-oz. decanter with six 8 oz. stemmed glasses. **$29.95**

**The Shower Bidet**
When you get down to business, you want to be clean about it. **$42.50**

**Put a real man in your life**
In the morning for coffee, or whenever. Body Build Mugs by Enesco. **$7.95**

**A 16-Piece Symphony Orchestra**
In clearly articulated peeler. The endearing players run the gamut of the animal kingdom. Musicians may be purchased individually **$15.95-28.50** or as an entire orchestra with stand **$350**

**The Ultimate Chocolate Moose**
Totally in chocolate from our collection for chocoholics. **$12.95**

**Targa I**
Stick anywhere to put light where you want it. Six colors to choose from: black, white, sand, yellow, red and brown. **$19.95**

**An exclusive design**
Six washable, absorbent, non-wicking Coasters. **$14.95/set**

**And, of course, Mainline's signature**
For 1980, the Pocket Teddy by Dakin. **$2.75**

**Pocket Teddy by Dakin.** **$2.75**

**A lifetime supply set by Sigma**
The handles have a stainless steel with the popular pistol grip. Regularly $9.95, now on special at **$19.95**

**THE WATERGARDEN REC. CENTER AND BATHS, 1010 THE ALAMEDA, SAN JOSE, CA (808)275-1215**
CASTRO GIFT GALLERY

NOW IN OUR NEW LOCATION
2301 Market Street  •  863-3339

OPENING SPECIAL
(A perfect gift for Christmas)
$150.00
full year

San Francisco Health Club

600 Castro Street
HIGH GEAR

G I L L E R
FITNESS CLUB
MEMBERSHIP SALE
$175 ONE YEAR
1/2 PRICE SPECIAL
ends December 24th
—includes—
Expert instruction, personal workouts,
Nautilus sports/medical equipment,
weight-control diets, Jacuzzi, sauna,
lockers, showers, free towel service
and more

Gift certificates
TRIAL VISIT
by appointment
San Francisco 928-3205
Los Angeles 278-5613
West Hollywood 659-7620

FREE TRIAL VISIT
by appointment
San Francisco 928-3205
Los Angeles 278-5613
West Hollywood 659-7620

EASY
payment plans
1,098 Hot Numbers to choose from...

CASINO NIGHT AT FIFE'S
A Benefit for the Russian River Business Association
FRIDAY, DEC. 26th
8:00 PM – 1:00 AM
510 gets you $5 in chips, dessert & coffee, and a chance to play
Blackjack, Craps, Roulette & Bingo on Your Chairs for Prizes Only.

PRIZES INCLUDE:
$100 gift certificates from Willo-Kiddish
$200 gift certificates from the Bigg Fat Fete
Bingo, scrabble and gift certificates from Elmo's Spa, Plaza del Sol, Guerneville Country Market

Rules Change
Announced from the Piano!

Get your tickets at any of the local businesses:
P.O. Box 45
Guerneville, CA 95446
(707) 869-0656

The Russian River Business Association is comprised of Gay and Straight business owners working together to make the Russian River Area the finest year-round resort community anywhere.

Merry Christmas
from the Russian River

Feinstein Attends Alice Meeting

San Francisco: "Addressing the Gay Community"

Feinstein appeared for the second time in recent days before a gathering of the gay community as she campaigned for the U.S. Senate. The appearance was on Tuesday at an event called "Addressing the Gay Community," sponsored by the American Civil Liberties Union and the Human Rights Campaign.

Feinstein, who is running against the Republican challenger Chuck Barron, said that she has "spent a lot of time with the gay community" and that she has "carefully considered the issues that are important to you.

"I was in France when the AIDS epidemic began," Feinstein said. "I've had the privilege of meeting many of you and I know that you have done so much to help solve the problems that we face.

"I'm humbled by the challenges that you face," she added. "I've been a member of the Senate for 20 years and I know that there are people who are working hard to solve the problems that you face.

"I'm committed to finding solutions to the problems that you face," she concluded. "I'm committed to finding solutions to the problems that you face."
Gay Man in Appeal
Navy Discharge
To Supreme Court
James A. C. Craven, 38, a petite, burly, and worlds-weary
man of attenuated ego and above-average intelligence,
summons his memory and toilers of the law to join in
the appeal of his actions in the court of public opinion.

MUNICIPAL ANTHEM: If you're
The Christmas Gift
That Keeps On Giving.
A Gift Subscription to The Sentinel, for those friends who aren't as lucky as you are to live in S.F., will put a smile on their faces this holiday season. Include your own personal note, telling them why they're the best. They'll love it.

Advertisement for The Sentinel
Christmas Gift Subscription
The Sentinel
415-788-7788

Sutter Medical Group
A Sutter West Fallon Partner.
GENERAL MEDICAL CARE
WALK-IN EMERGENCY CARE
Walk-In Urgent Care, Specialists
Psychiatry, Cardiology, Family Medicine,
Oncology, Radiology, Surgery, Urology,
ENT, Pediatrics, Allergy, Gastroenterology,
Emergency Medicine, Ophthalmology.

E. Bomden, M. D.
Dr. Bomden, along with the staff of
Sutter Medical Group, offers the finest
medical care available in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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RIK'S COOKERY
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SYSTEM CARE
SYSTEM CARE

SURENO'S 
SURENO'S 

SUNSET CAFE
SUNSET CAFE

STAFF WRITERS
STAFF WRITERS

SPECIAL FOR MEN at $12.00
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The Golden Age of Hollywood

David O. Selznick's Hollywood


Extravagant unwieldiness and heavy enough to bust the legs designed, opulently illustrated, oversized to the brink of picture book to end all Hollywood picture books. Elegantly...
OF COURSE YOU LOVE YOUR KIDS

...but even the most devoted Mommies and Daddies need for a few days.

RIVER VILLAGE...

What a perfect time to escape to RIVER VILLAGE...

...can live on dry food and water.

What is your favorite S.F.

1

Jed, on the second floor of a Victorian.

FABULOUS NIGHT CLUB ERA!

There's a wonderful, harum-scarum atmosphere of elegance. I bring special friends to the editor.

I love PAULI'S.

Dooley's own (as Carol Burnett's husband) is considered a San Francisco acting hero. He's a perfect example of a man who didn't let his weight hold him back from doing any role. He's still a great comic actor, even if he's putting on a few pounds.

Small wonder that Dooley's own (as Carol Burnett's husband) is considered a San Francisco acting hero. He's a perfect example of a man who didn't let his weight hold him back from doing any role. He's still a great comic actor, even if he's putting on a few pounds.

Peter Popeye about a wealthy, unmarried man who wants a child but not marriage. "Fie on your young lady if you can't do without marriage and a family!"

There is no perfect couple.

Truly, said Dooley, "a Perfect Couple"

But let's get back to Tomlin: there's nothing much has changed about a wealthy, unmarried man who wants a child but not marriage. "Fie on your young lady if you can't do without marriage and a family!"

The Roches: "Nurds" is a little gem. The three sisters, great, near-accapella versions, put together for free-rambling over vast, uncharted terrains and tailored his approach to the band's sound.

This poreless paraffin platter, then, is a splendid example of exactly what the band was striving for. The sound of the album from start to finish is cohesive and unified, with some smart$ from the heart.

A Perfect Couple

Edna Ferber's novel, "The Perfect Husband," is a classic love story. It's about a couple who have been married for years and are still in love with each other. The novel is about the ups and downs of marriage and how to keep a marriage strong.

One of the main themes of the novel is the importance of communication. The husband and wife have to talk to each other about their feelings and concerns in order to have a healthy relationship. Another theme is the importance of compromise. The husband and wife have to be willing to give in to each other's needs and desires in order to have a successful marriage.

The novel is also about the importance of fidelity. The husband and wife have to be faithful to each other in order to maintain a healthy relationship. The novel is a great example of how to have a successful marriage.
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Frame it yourself for Christmas

25% off all posters, limited edition signed prints, graphics and reproductions when you frame it yourself. Gift Certificates available.

2358 Market St. at Castro
S.F. 863-7144
Mon.-Thurs. 10-9
Fri. & Sat. 10-10
Sun. 12-6

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

The Great Frame Up
1324 Market St. (at Grant)
S.F. 621-5762
Mon.-Sat. 10:30-6
Sun. 12-4

*The choice of materials will vary depending on the size and price of the frame. A minimum of $50.00 applies to all in-store sales.
MOVIES

FLASH GORDON
Directed by Sam J. Friedman and
Starred by Buster Crabbe. A 1936
serial as decorative beefcake. It
was used in the same way as the
original. It's well worth seeing for
the climactic battle of good versus
evil in which Dale Arden, played by
the wonderfully screwball telepathy
Seema and the marvelously
psychedelic skies and the marvelously
Warriors.

December 12, 1980
Page 18

DANCE

Return of the Nutcracker

Bruce Beery

This Nutcracker is something new and
rare. It's a production with a plot
which is (he one Balanchine finally
decided to use to set up a gag, it
injects a brief, moment of redeeming
social value. It's all due appreciation to
my previous exposure to the Weiss
version in a New York dance studio.

Also, I would have been safe in trusting
the Snyder's original S.F. production
in the days when being exposed to
the Weiss version in a New York
dance studio.

December 12, 1980
Page 18

BOSE

1 CENT SALE

Now that the Bose 901 Series 4
speakers are on sale for only 
1 Cen each, it's a good time to
consider the BOSE System.

December 12, 1980
Page 18

Paradise Found

FLORIST ANTIQUES GIFTS

624 Sutter near Hyde (Across from the Hotel York)

Bruno's Book Shop

Moody's Store

4401 18th St. at Eureka

LENNY'S LINEN CLOSET

1511 14th St. at Atlantic

TREASURY WAREHOUSE

901 system.

And two accessory speakers can be mounted in the doors.

Full size quality speakers to complete your BOSE system.

December 12, 1980
Page 18

Order Form

Please send me__AO*CLOCK(S) in colors as follows:

Dk. Blue

White

Red

Yellow

Brown

Shipping & Handling $1.00

Name ___________________________

Address _______________________

City __________________________

Date ________________

Phone _______________________

December 12, 1980
Page 18

September 15, 1980
Page 18

December 12, 1980
Page 18
**NEW 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 985)**

With Sound Quality So Fantastic You Won't Believe Your Ears!

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant sound to fill even the largest room.

$149 each ($298 for a pair).

Although these **marantz** speaker systems are rather large for stereo cabinets (as they are intended to be), the finish in walnut grain color blends well with any decor.

These speaker systems are one of Marantz’s newest models. (Do note that most stores don’t even have this new series in stock.) Do not confuse these high quality Marantz speakers with the other Marantz brands, speakers, such as the 115M, 125M, 220A, etc. This new model (the 985) is an incredible speaker system.

*This is marantz’s NEWEST ONE!!! (Model SR2000)*

At a price so low, it will shock you, and drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!

75 WATTS RMS!

This powerful AM-FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous power output, from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than 0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

But now you can buy this great Marantz Receiver, (Brand New in factory sealed carton), for only $1 (that’s right, only one dollar).

$299

when you buy one pair of the speaker systems shown above, at the price advertised above. Your cost for the speaker systems above is $149.00 each, for a total of $298 for the pair, plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver. Thus, your complete cost for the complete 3 piece group is only...

---

**Sunset Stereo**

Our 12th Year of Serving San Francisco

2555 Irving Street - San Francisco
Selznick's Hollywood

In the crowded MGM commissary, the 25-
year-old Seiznick was the cocky and outspoken:
"In the Twenties, I was a hot mama, Clara Bow."
As a budding producer at MGM, Seiznick
had the shock of a tense and silent crowd.

Karenina, David Copperfield, The Great
Tate of Two Cities. All Silver Coins.
Scrooged Gold Coup. Absolutely nothing
of this film, daily demanding changes
less than dictatorial during the shooting.

Inflation-fighter Perma-inflator,
760 Market at Grant
Rm. 2233 Market Street, between Noe and
Haight. Tours and Cruises. Social Tolerance and Homosexuality.

The Castro Theater will present
San Francisco Lesbian and Gay Men's Community Chorus jointly present Now Sing With Hearts Aglow, a holiday musical celebration, at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, December 26 and Wednesday, December 29 at The Great Hall Atrium, Hayes at Franklin. Under the direction of Cilla Kramer and Robin Kay, the two choruses will present both Chanukah and Christmas music, ranging from the bluesy and sacred to modern pieces, as well as sentimental holiday favorites.

Happy Holidays from the Sentinel
Dear Fellow Guys,

Merry Christmas! For most of us this is true; there is, however, a small minority group for which this season is a painful and lonely time, the "forgotten elderly." THE CAVE is holding a "Christmas Over 60 Week" from Monday, Dec. 15 thru Friday, Dec. 19.

On Tuesday, Dec. 16 we will be having an auction to raise money for gifts, as well as having a Gift Donation Box. Some of our Guest Auctioneers include such people as Supervisors Harry Britt and Carol Ruth Silver, Sheriff Mike Hennessey, and many others.

Monday, Dec. 15 will be Bartenders' Nite with beer. All tips go to the Laguna Honda Hospital.

Now the touchy part: We are in great need of gifts, items to be auctioned off, and volunteers to help. We will all be older someday so let's not forget the people who have contributed so much to us.

Come and win one of our Door Prizes, like the 19" color TV.

Thank you.

The Management & Staff

THE CAVE
280 7th St. * San Francisco * 552-1944

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year

We are in great need of gifts, items to be auctioned off, and volunteers to help. We will all be older someday so let's not forget the people who have contributed so much to us.
De Nous À Vous

PREVENTIVE • COSMETIC • RESTORATIVE • GENERAL DENTISTRY
861-4664 4053 18th/Castro Streets San Francisco Ca. 94114
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